Tom Paladino
Scaler Light
Researcher

Tom Paladino is a scalar energy researcher who specializes in helping people recover from pathogenic infections so they can enjoy better overall health. He has developed a technique called Scalar Light™ that remotely
and painlessly causes agents of infection to dissipate in
his clients.
Inspired by Nikola Tesla (a genius who invented alternating current), Tom began studying scalar energy early
in his college career. He went on to pursue an independent course of study geared toward understanding and
harnessing energy outside of the traditional electromagnetic spectrum.
Tom’s theory is that all energy in the universe begins as
scalar energy, and the sun and other stars are points of
origin – or storehouses – for this fundamental life force.
He has developed specialized instruments that show
promise in harnessing and transmitting instructive
energy for healing purposes.
For more information on how to experience Scalar
Light™, visit https://www.scalarlight.com/.
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What is Scalar Light™, how does it work, and who can benefit from it?
Where does scalar energy originate?
The difference between scalar energy and electromagnetic energy.
How Scalar Light™ disassembles pathogens.
How Scalar Light™ assembles nutrients inside the human body.
How Scalar Light™ allows Tom Paladino to deliver scaler energy by way of their photograph.
Currently available individual Scalar Light™ Sessions.
Recent breakthroughs and advancements.
The future of scalar energy and how it can change the world for the better.
How scalar energy is everywhere in the universe and transcends time and space.

Tom Paladino
Scaler Light Researcher
Tom is a performance-driven researcher. Please refer to the compendium of
PCR test results as attached during the interview.
Test results that support the impace of Scalar Light™ breaking apart microorganisms:
https://www.scalarlight.com/articles/?p=1455

Website:
https://www.scalarlight.com/

Social Media Links:
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/experiencescalar
LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-j-paladino-scalar-energyresearcher-610660160/
YouTube https://www.youtube.com/user/TomPaladinoScalar

Public Speaking
Tom Paladino is an accomplished public speaker and has been featured on
numerous radio shows and podcasts. Click the links below for examples:
High Vibin It with Kelsey Aida and Lindsey Robinson
“The Possibility of Remote Healing with Tom Paladino”
Click Here
The Power of Natural Healing with Howard Straus
“Tom Paladino, Recent Developments in Remote Healing”
Click Here

